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Rome City Cares is PBIS for All!  

What a difference a year can make!  From a time of growing uncertainty, to what many consider 
a new normal, to those that are optimistic for a positive future, across the country schools and 
businesses have wrestled with decisions of how to proceed during the COVID-19 Pandemic 
Rome City Schools has not been an exception but has been exceptional and positive in              
responding to a matchless situation. 
  
The radical difference in routines caused by the uncertainty of COVID-19, has affected everyone 
in different ways.  For Rome City Schools faculty and staff,  these challenges have varied from 
person to person, and while no entity was prepared for all the faced challenges, there were      
aspects of the day-to-day operations that  Rome City Schools put in place to help build           
confidence that the safety of all was of utmost importance. Even so, there have been obstacles 
that had to be hurdled!  In an effort to help everyone involved in the system clear those hurdles, 
Rome City Cares 2020 was created. 
 
The goal of Rome City Cares has been simple; provide the resources needed to navigate 
this distinctive situation. Through a shared google form,  the Rome City Schools Care form     
allow faculty and staff a confidential way to ask for what they need.   Mrs. Thornante and Dr. 
Willerson handle all the correspondence.  The responses have been overwhelmingly positive.  
  
The Rome City Cares form has been far from a one and done effort and is shared weekly.       
Resources are continuing to be compiled and shared.  The confidential way of receiving            
responses allows a way to make sure everyone’s voice is heard.  Suggestions and concerns that 
have been collected through the Care form have been 
shared (anonymously) with the Superintendent, the 
Board of Education and school administration and 
have resulted in an underlying theme throughout of 
hope and a willingness to help one another. The         
impressive  attitudes of staff, students and parents  
contribute to making this uncharted territory easier to 
navigate!  The ability to ask for the help and receive it, 
is just another silver lining during a time filled with so 
much uncertainty.  

  

     Dr. Dale Willerson 
PBIS  District  Coordinator                       

Contact Information:                  

dwillerson @rcs.rome.ga.us     



PBIS DATA Expectations 

& EOTY Requirements! 

Shannon Weist,  GaDOE 

SCEL/GaPBIS School         

Climate Transformation 

Grant Early Learning Specialist recently met with 

PBIS District Coordinators to share DOE End of 

the Year PBIS DATA expectations.  GaDOE       

continues to feel for FY21, Compassion Over    

Compliance is most important.   

Question: Will schools earn recognition levels 

(Installing, Emerging, Operational, Distinguished) 

for FY21?                                                                      

Answer: No, there will be no PBIS recognition    

levels due to the global pandemic. 

Question: Will schools upload Action Plans through 

the PBIS tab in SLDS this year?                                       

No, there will be no uploading for the schools or  

districts this year into SLDS.  The PBIS platform 

will be “read only” for FY21.   

Question: Will schools enter walkthrough dates this 

year?                                                                           

Answer: No, there will be no entering of dates for 

the school or districts this year into SLDS. The  

PBIS platform will be “read only” for FY21.  

Question: Will the data for ODR, ISS, and OSS be 

included in the platform this year?                         

Answer: Yes, outcome data will still automatically  

populate on the EOY reports (directly from the  

student records signed off by superintendents). 

Question: Will the DOE automatically populate the 

dates and scores for the TFI and SAS this year if 

schools completed them?                                           

Answer: Yes, schools will need to enter their TFI 

and/or SAS scores into PBISapps if they wish to 

view them on the EOY report.  The deadline for 

when scores should be entered into PBISapps will 

be May 14th.   

         RCS PBIS School Recognition Levels  

                  PBIS Film Festival!  

The 18h Annual Positive       

Behavior Interventions and 

Supports (PBIS) Film Festival 

was recently held  at the       

Association for Positive        

Behavior Supports  Conference.  

The goal of the PBIS Film    

Festival is to collect and share 

videos from a wide range of 

schools,  districts, and countries 

recognizing films that (a) demonstrate the core 

PBIS principles and (b) meet technical video      

production standards.  Rome High School submit-

ted two films and was among 36 finalist world 

wide!!  

   
 

 

 

    Student Teacher Relationship~    

  What Actually Works!!  

 Hold space for conversations in smaller 

groups or one-on-one.                                                      

 Focus on students’ interests and input.          

 Ask questions.                                                  

 Set aside time for students to connect with 

each other.              

 Extend relationship-building spaces to 

teachers and families, too. 

 



    
        

    PBIS Spotlight: Rome High School 
        
RCS/RHS District-Wide Action Plan Goals: 
-RHS will increase recognition for positive student behaviors. 
-RHS will create a plan to increase the consistency of consequences for     
infractions across settings. 
-RHS will strengthen home/school/community relationships by fostering  
collaborative relationships and by promoting a positive and safe     
learning environment. 
-RHS will use data-based decision-making to evaluate PBIS effectiveness 
and to create positive and effective interventions for at-risk students. 
 
RHS School-Wide Action Plan Goals: 
-RHS will improve annual student attendance by reducing absences by 
5%, compared to the 2020-2021 school year. 
-RHS will decrease annual office referrals by 5% compared to the 2020-
2021 school year.       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 Words of PBIS Wisdom from Rome High  

 Dr. Eric Holland: Rome High School Principal 

PBIS has been a very rewarding program at our school. PBIS focuses on rewarding 
the right people for doing the right things. Our students, staff, and parents are all do-
ing the right things during these unprecedented times. We love PBIS!   

John Fricks; Rome High School Assistant Principal/PBIS Coach 

"Throughout my years at Rome High School I've had the opportunity to see the PBIS program grow into what it 
has become today. While I feel like we have a very strong program, we have areas we can always improve in and 
look to get better. Through our data analysis, we are making those changes to improve our program and provide 
our students with the needed supports to help them be successful at Rome High School.” 

 Joey Connell; Rome High School Assistant 
Principal 

"PBIS encourages positive behavior by teaching 
and reinforcing expectations rather than simply 
doling out punishment.  The system helps stu-
dents learn to take accountability for their 
choices and recognizes their efforts throughout 
the school year.” 


